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UFO LANDS IN NIAGARA!
Thousands Mesmerized As Aliens Are Beamed Into Mother Ship...

In a rare occurrence, matched only by the imagination of Jules Verne, a craft
resembling a saucer-shaped object has landed in Niagara Falls, Canada.
Preliminary reports state that the object had been sighted in the skies over
the Honeymoon City, apparently hovering and flashing a myriad of lights
and finally making a descent on an abandoned piece of land owned by
Mr. Henry DiCienzo, later interviewed in this report.

Onlookers couldn't believe their eyes and in just a
short time, thousands of curious spectators converged on the area in an attempt to make contact with
the extraterrestrials. However, all attempts to enter the
spacecraft were thwarted by the seemingly harmless
but powerful force field implemented by these aliens,
the likes never before experienced on this
planet.Needless to say, it had been an interesting
morning.
By later that afternoon, the Canadian and U.S. Armies,
along with NATO Forces, and local law enforcement
were on hand to keep control of the situation. But this
did not stop the crowds nor this reporter from getting
a clear view of the upcoming events.
At precisely 6:06 EST, in an astonishing turn of
events, a message was communicated from the craft

“...several attempts were
made to breach the force
field,but to no avail.”
- property owner, Henry DiCienzo was summoned to
the scene and allowed to pass through the force field,
alone, and board the craft. In a later interview Mr. DiCienzo stated that he had a hard time believing he had
been chosen among all earthlings to first greet the
aliens. For hours the crowd kept vigil as night fell
upon them, patiently awaiting the return of this privileged being... the question in everyone's mind being,
" What news or message would be forthcoming?"
"what secrets would be learned?" "Is Henry still
alive?"
Then it happened! Much to the amazement of this
writer and all who watched, a brilliant iridescent flash
of light prevailed in the sky; then six smaller smaller
laser-like beams slowly ascended into the air only to
be met by another craft of huge proportions, several
times larger than the earth-bound vehicle. This so

called "super ship" hovered above, absorbing the
streams of that were being transmitted from below.
Then - as quickly as it had come - it sped off, leaving
the original spacecraft in a light fog and covered with
mist from its massive energy beams. The answers to
our questions were soon realized when Henry returned to speak with the crowd. It seems, as per our
report, the aliens were running low on fuel ( a mineral
available only on another planet), were in need of repairs and were looking for a permanent landing area.
It appears these aliens have two directives, reported
the only humans to have contact with them. The first
is to seek out and observe all planets in the universe
and, secondly, to share the knowledge they gain with
the rest of the universe. However, abandoning their
spaceship was not in their original plans. Therefore,
they requested a meeting with the owner of the property on which they landed to obtain permission to
leave the spacecraft there until they returned to the
planet of their origin and obtain repair parts. In consulting with the owner, Henry DiCienzo, it was disclosed that he was preparing to commence
construction of a restaurant/drive-in on this very piece
of land. It was at this time that the aliens suggested he
use the saucer craft for this purpose, as they could
not return for seven plutonies (about 900 years) to repair the ship. At this time, they then proceeded to
share with Henry their universal secrets and recipes
for food that's out of this world, as a token of their appreciation.
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ALIEN STARSHIP
BOMBED ATLANTIS
TO SMITHERINES!
Mystery of the Lost Continent Solved!
The lost continent of Atlantis was
vaporized in a horrifying nuclear
attack by aliens who wanted to
destroy all evidence of their
landing on Earth!
That's the shocking theory offered by a top Russian astrophysicist to explain the sudden and mysterious disappearance of the ancient city state more than 40,000
years ago. A radioactive cloud unleashed after nuclear
missiles were launched from starships blanketed the
earth in a deadly shroud that wiped out many species of
prehistoric animals, according to Dr. Anatoly Rubenis.
The woolly mammoth, the saber-toothed cat and the
giant sloth were among the creatures which fell victim to
the deadly exposure, the St. Petersburg professor says.
"Atlantis had most likely been an advanced culture because the aliens had selected it for a space outpost and
had trained its human inhabitants in the sophisticated
sciences and arts, ' Rubenis contended in a recent article on his theory. ' But the attack literally bombed
mankind back into the stone age. It took centuries for
man to begin the climb back to even the most primitive
of social systems. Rubenis' revolutionary ideas are
based on 27 years of research into the origin and evolution of the planets in the solar systems. The scientist
said his studies reveal normal developmental patterns
followed by most planets, but strangely altered in Earth's
history. A cataclysmic and profound change in the
Earth's environment more than 40,000 years ago coincides with the disappearance of an entire continent once
located in the south Atlantic, Rubenis says. Levels of radiation rose alarmingly in one brief period at that time,
indicating what may have been a powerful nuclear event.
While there is no way of knowing precisely what occurred on Earth at that time, my theory answers many
questions raised by archeologists, geologists and paleontologists, " Rubenis said. " What's more, there is every
indication that space aliens in fact do visit Earth from
time to time and have the capability of landing and establishing bases. " I believe that eons ago, alien starships colonized here, mingling with earthlings and
helping them. The colony has survived in mythology as
the famed continent of Atlantis, a wondrous society that
was extremely advanced for its time. Mythology also indicates that Atlantis disappeared suddenly and catastrophically, leaving no trace." Rubenis theorizes that
the aliens became alarmed by their Earth experience perhaps when colonists bred with earthlings and their
allegiance to the mother planet was weakened. A decision was made to evacuate the colony and destroy all
traces of alien presence on Earth. " The continent was
pulverized by powerful nuclear weapons - literally
smashed to atoms, " Rubenis said. "There wasn't anything left over but the empty ocean."

“OUT OF THIS WORLD”
BLAST OFF
WITH THESE GREAT STARTERS!
• Pickle Spears
• Spinach and Artichoke Dip with Tortilla Chips
• Nachos and Cheese

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOUPS
HOMEMADE RIGHT HERE ON EARTH
Soup of the Day
French Onion served au gratin
Clam Chowder thick and creamy

$4.99
$5.99
$5.99

E.T.’S FINGER
FAVOURITES
FOODS
Chicken Fingers
served with french fries and plum sauce
Chicken Fingers Buffalo Style

$12.49
$13.49

Chicken Wings
served with crispy celery, carrot sticks and blue cheese dip.
Your choice of mild, medium, hot, honey garlic and suicide.
Econo size (50pcs)
$46.29
Large (20pcs)
$20.29
Small (10pcs)
$13.29
Cosmic Finger Combo
$17.29
Great for the undecided! Wings, chicken fingers, breaded
jumbo shrimp and golden french fries.
Fingers and Wings
$13.49
Golden french fries, celery, carrot sticks and blue cheese dip
Perogies (6) - with sour cream and fried onions
add bacon or cheese

$8.29
$1.79 ea

Shrimp and Fries in a Basket

$11.09

Fingers and Shrimp

$11.99

ANSWERS TO SPACE TRIVIA

•

1. Six times as much. 2. Every 87 years 3. A diamond. 4. 149,600,000 km
(93,500,000 miles) 5. 333,000 times 6. Between Jupiter and Mars
7. Nine. Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto
8. Vapourized water. 9. Over 3500 years ago by the Egyptians.
10. The planets Mars, Saturn, Jupiter and especially Venus. 11. Six.
12. Uranus with sixteen.

•

$6.99
$10.79
$9.49
Sliced black olives, chopped tomato, onion, green pepper,
sour cream and salsa. with Guacamole add
$2.99
Potato Skins (4)
$7.29
Real bacon, cheddar cheese and sour cream
Garlic Bread
$4.99
baked with mozzarella and cheddar cheese
$6.79
Saucer Style Bruschetta
$7.99
oven baked with onions, green peppers, tomato, italian
dressing, topped with mozzarella
Red Hot Chilli Poppers and Sour Cream
$7.29
Broccoli Poppers and Sour Cream
$7.29
Mozzarella Sticks and Tomato Sauce
$7.29
Mushroom Caps and Sour Cream
$6.79
Cheese Balls and Sour Cream
$7.29
Buffalo Cauliflower Bites
$7.29
Vegetable Spring Roles
$10.79

QUESADILLAS
with sweet peppers, onions and served with salsa and sour cream

$11.99 3 Cheese
with Guacamole add $2.99

Chicken

$11.69

WRAPS
Served with french fries and coleslaw
Chicken Caesar Wrap
Thai Chicken Wrap with Sweet Chili Sauce
Buffalo Chicken Wrap your choice of grilled or breaded
(Hot, Medium, Mild Sauce with Ranch)

Vegetable Wrap with Ranch Dressing

$12.49
$11.49
$11.99
$11.89

GRILLED PANINI
SANDWICHES
Grilled Chicken

$11.99

Grilled chicken breast with baby spinach, homemade roasted red
peppers, marinated eggplant and melted creamy Havarti cheese.

Three Cheese and Roasted Red Peppers

$11.49

Three cheese with homemade roasted red peppers and
marinated eggplant

SIDE ORDERS
Small
Large
Golden French Fries
$5.49
$6.49
Golden French Fries with Gravy $6.39
$7.49
Saucer Fries
$6.89
$8.19
french fries with homemade spicy meat sauce
Supreme
$8.49
$10.69
french fries with homemade meat sauce, and shredded
cheddar and mozzarella
Saturn Rings
$6.49
$7.49
crispy, golden onion rings
Poutine
$7.49
$9.49
french fries with gravy, shredded mozzarella and cheddar
Side of Gravy
$1.49
Side of Meat Sauce
$4.19
Cole Slaw
$2.49

SALADS
FRESH AND DELICIOUS
Julienne Salad
$13.49
Lettuce, tomatoes, onions, egg wedges with strips of beef,
turkey, smoked ham and 2 kinds of cheese. Truly a meal in
itself!
Chef Salad
$8.79
Egg wedges, mozzarella, croutons and choice of dressing
Caesar Salad with bacon bits & croutons SM $7.79 LRG $9.79
Crab and Shrimp Caesar with bacon bits
$12.79
Chicken Caesar with bacon bits
$13.49
Taco Salad with cheese
$12.79
Garden salad with corn chips, black olives and spicy taco
beef
Spinach Salad
$11.79
Pine nuts, sundried tomatoes, egg wedges, bacon, red onion
in a raspberry vinaigrette
Greek Salad
$11.79
Tomato wedges, feta, black olives with greek dressing
Garden Salad
$7.79
with Chicken add
$5.29 with shrimp add
$5.29

STARSHIP LANDS ON
AIRCRAFT CARRIER!

U.S. officials will neither confirm nor deny that four space aliens are
in custody after landing their huge spaceship on the flight deck of
a U.S. Navy aircraft carrier.

ABOVE: USS NIMITZ FIGHTER PLANES FORCE DOWN UFO

Photos taken of the saucer-shaped ship shortly after it
landed have been ruled confidential. The craft reportedly has been examined by aeronautical and weapons
experts in Florida while the CIA interrogates the aliens
at an undisclosed location.
The President will have nothing to say at this time but
one highly-placed CIA source, who spoke on the condition she would not be identified, gave this account of
the incredible events that occurred in the western Pacific the morning of August 12th. For security reasons
she declined to confirm the carrier's identity or the exact
location of the landing, but said the President has been
told the ship was the USS Nimitz.
"The UFO first showed up as a small blip on the car-

"...we have no idea where
they came from or why
they are here.
They don't appear to be
life threatening."
rier's radar screen shortly after 8:00 a.m. and the ship's
crew was put on alert. When efforts to contact the craft
by radio failed, fighter planes were launched to intercept it," she reported.
"The pilots had orders to shoot it down if it refused to
land on the flight deck as ordered," she said. Fortunately, the UFO was escorted back to the carrier where
it sent electrical charges to the flight deck before landing.
The heavily armed crew surrounded the spacecraft,
which was described as almost half as long as a football field and about forty feet high. "No one knew what
to expect. There had been absolutely no radio contact
with the spaceship from the first moment it appeared on
the screen," the source said. Four alien life-forms found
on board were immediately flown to a nearby military
base and later to an undisclosed location near
Washington, D.C.

Photo: Unknown

"The alien beings are not human in any mental or physical way, but appear to exist in clear glass capsules filled
with liquid," stated the CIA source. "To my knowledge,
they have said nothing to our intelligence experts. We
have no idea where they came from or why they are
here," she said. "They don't appear to be threatening in
any way. We don't know whether they were gathering
intelligence about us or simply wandered into our airspace by mistake."
According to a report given to the President under the
code name "Project Phobos," the UFO was taken to the
NASA Space Center.
NASA officials won't admit the spaceship is at the Cape,
but a top German metallurgist, Dr. Hayden Braun, says
the outer shell of the ship shows traces of a least four
metals not found on Earth.
"The craft is constructed of a metallic substance far advanced to anything I have ever seen," Dr. Braun said.
"Clearly the UFO had enough advanced weaponry to
shoot those fighter planes out of the sky in a matter of
seconds, but for some unexplained reason, the crew allowed themselves to be captured."
The President, who laughed off reports last year that said
he had met secretly with a space alien, is not laughing
this time.
"He is going to have to inform the American people
about this incident sooner or later," said a top Republican congressman. "The American people have a right
to know if alien ships are invading our air space," he
added.
"Our national security hasn't been threatened as far as
we know, but I want to hear that personally."

Fill that
“INNER SPACE”
with
DELICIOUS FOOD
that is
“OUT OF THIS WORLD!”
THE
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SPACE TRIVIA
1.

How many times greater is Earth's gravity
compared to the Moon's?
2. How often does Halley's Comet pass by Earth on
its journey through space?
3. What valuable gem was recovered from a metorite
found in Antarctica?
4. How far is Earth from the Sun?
5. How many times bigger is the Sun than Earth?
6. Between what two planets is the Asteroid Belt located?
7. How many planets are there in our Solar System?
Name them.
8. What shields our planet from deadly cosmic rays?
9. When was the first UFO recorded by man?
10. What is the most common false UFO sighting?
11. How many manned space missions by the US
Apollo project actually landed on the moon?
12. What planet has the most moons?
ANSWERS FOUND INSIDE OF MENU

UFO’S AREN’T
SPACESHIPS...
THEY’RE LIVING
CREATURES
Many UFO'S are actually living creatures from outer
space, say experts who reveal that Prince Charles greatuncle and mentor, Lord Louis Mountbatten, shared this
belief.
"Lord Mountbatten proposed way back in 1952 that
UFO's are alive," said UFO investigator, Timothy Good.
"He proposed that UFO's are inhabitants of other planets
rather than mere nuts and bolts spacecraft." Many UFO
cases support this astonishing theory.
"There are numerous reports of UFO's moving as
though they were creatures rather than space vehicles;
such as moving along the ground and entering into
homes," Good went on to say.
"In one 1973 case, a UFO entered a bedroom in
Logrono, Spain. The resident, Javier Bosque,
lay
terror-stricken as he watched it maneuvering
around his bed."
Moreover, many descriptions of UFO's down through
history describe living creatures - such as in the form of
dragons and serpents - moving through the skies. These
entities from deep space may have the advanced ability
to transform themselves into various shapes, making
themselves look like animals in the past, and
solid spacecraft in modern times.
"They are a unique life-form with highly advanced
intelligence," states Mr. Good.
"Living UFO's may have evolved on other planets, or
from cosmic dust and gas in deep space, said Hayden
Hewes, executive director of the International UFO Bureau. "These sky creatures may even be living, thinking pure
energy!" Mr. Hews said,
"Most assuredly, many UFO's are actually living creatures
— and, undoubtedly, are among the universe's oldest
beings."

“FILL THAT INNER SPACE WITH ONE OF
OUR HEARTY DINNER PLATTERS!”
UNIVERSAL
SEAFOOD
FAVOURITES
SPECIALTIES!
Includes salad, garlic bread, vegetable of the day and one choice of french fries, mashed potatoes, or rice pilaf.
Add cheese to garlic bread $.99. Add side Caesar for $1.59
Jumbo Breaded Shrimp Platter
$19.49
$26.49
• Choice N.Y. Strip (12oz)
Served with tangy cocktail sauce
$34.49
• N.Y. Strip (12oz) and a Half Rack of Ribs
Steak ‘n’ Shrimp (8oz)
$27.49
$21.49
NY Strip steak with 2 skewers of grilled garlic shrimp
• N.Y. Steak (8oz)
Choice NY Strip (8oz) and Half Rack of Ribs
Full Rack

$28.49

Haddock ‘n’ Shrimp
$21.49
Grilled haddock served with with 2 skewers of shrimp, your
choice of grilled or breaded, served with tartar and spicy
seafood sauce

$22.49

Half Rack

• Charbroiled Chicken Breast

$18.49

served with Barbeque Sauce

• Charbroiled Chicken Breast & Half Rack of Ribs
served with Barbeque Sauce

served with spicy seafood sauce

$29.49

•
Flame Broiled Back Ribs
• served with our homemade barbecue sauce

Breaded Shrimp with tartar or seafood sauce each $1.49
Extra Shrimp Skewer or Two Breaded Shrimp

$26.49

• Chicken Breast and Grilled Garlic Shrimp

Grilled Garlic Shrimp
3 skewers of grilled garlic shrimp

$26.49

served with 2 skewers of grilled garlic shrimp

• Chicken Breast Mushroom Swiss

$20.49

$3.99
$20.49

BELOW DINNERS ARE SERVED WITH
GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES,
TARTAR SAUCE AND COLESLAW.

DINNERS BELOW INCLUDE MASHED
POTATOES AND VEGETABLE OF THE DAY.
Chopped Sirloin
$12.49
Charbroiled with sauteed mushrooms and onions, topped
with brown sauce
Open Faced Beef Sandwich
$13.49
Open Faced Turkey Sandwich
$13.49
Liver and Onions
$13.49

Fish and Chips
2 generous portions of haddock, breaded or grilled

$13.99

1 Piece Fish and Chips breaded or grilled

$10.99
$8.49

Extra Piece of Fish
Meat Sauce $4.19 extra ´ Gravy $1.49 extra

BUILD
YOUR
OWN
FAJIT
AS!
Marinated Steak or Chicken sizzlers on a crackling hot platter of fried red and green peppers, onions
accompanied by an assortment of crisp shredded lettuce, diced tomatoes, cheddar cheese, sour cream
and salsa. Pile it on soft tortilla shells for a meal that's “OUT OF THIS WORLD!”

FOR ONE
$19.49
FOR TWO

$34.99
mole
with Guaca.99
add $2

STARDUST MEDLEY“SOUL FOOD OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM!”
A delicious stir fry served with crisp veggies on rice pilaf or buttered fettuccine with garlic bread. There’s nothing “Alien” about that!
Chicken…$18.99 ´ Steak…$20.99 ´ Veggie…$16.99 Add cheese to garlic bread $.99

1/4LB

ITALIAN ENTREES

ANGUS BURGERS

SERVED WITH GARDEN SALAD AND GARLIC BREAD

INCLUDES GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES AND COLESLAW

Add cheese to garlic bread $.99. Add side Caesar for $1.59

BURGERS GARNISHED WITH LETTUCE, TOMATO, MUSTARD,
KETCHUP, RELISH, MAYO AND ONION.

Choice N. Y. Strip Steak (8oz) and Spaghetti
Spaghetti/Penne and Meatballs or Meat Sauce
Spaghetti/Penne and Tomato Sauce
Chicken Parmigiana and Spaghetti
Fettuccine Alfredo
with chicken and broccoli
with shrimp
Chicken Tetrazzini

$22.99
$14.99
$13.99
$19.99
$15.99
$17.99
$19.99
$19.99

Saucer Burger
$13.79
1/2 pound, double patties with bacon and cheese
Great Canadian Burger
$15.99
3/4 pound, triple patties with cheddar and back bacon
Mozzarella Melt
$14.29
1/2 pound, double patties with bacon, mushrooms & melted mozzarella
Jupiter Burger
$12.29
1/4 pound single patty with bacon and melted cheese
Single Patty Burger 1/4 pound single patty
$10.99

with broccoli, fresh mushrooms, chopped tomatoes, red and green
peppers in a creamy garlic sauce served on a bed of fettucini

JUMBO

Hot Meat Sauce $4.19 ´ Gravy $1.29 ´ Olives $1.00 ´ Cheese $1.00
Hot Peppers $1.00 ´ Green Peppers $1.00

1/2 POUND BEEF FOOT DOGS..THE LARGEST IN THE UNIVERSE!
SERVED WITH GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES AND COLESLAW
ALL DOGS GARNISHED WITH MUSTARD, KETCHUP, RELISH AND ONION

Chilli Dog
Foot Dog Special with bacon and cheese
Foot Dog

$13.99
$14.29
$12.99

TRY THESE EXTRA TOPPINGS...
Bacon $1.00 ´ Extra Cheese $1.00 ´ Olives $1.00
Hot Meat Sauce $4.19 ´ Gravy $1.49 extra

FOOD HOTLINE 905-356-4553
DELIVERY FROM 11:00AM TO 2:00AM
UNIVERSAL SANDWICH

SPACE
PLA
TTERS
SERVED WITH GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES
AND CREAMY COLESLAW
Turkey Club House
$13.79
Triple decker sandwich with real turkey, bacon, lettuce,
cheese, tomato and mayo
BLT on texas toast, with lettuce, tomato and mayo $10.49
Western
$10.49
Grilled Cheese
$10.49
Tex-Mex Chicken
$10.79
Marinated chicken breast with melted cheddar,
lettuce, tomato and ranch dressing
Chicken Club
$12.79
Breaded chicken breast on a bun with cheese, bacon,
lettuce, tomato and mayo
Buffalo Style Chicken Breast n’ Cheddar
$11.79
Reuben
$11.99
´ Green Peppers or Mushrooms or Hot Peppers $1.00 each
´ Cheese $1.00 extra ´ Olives $1.00 extra ´ Gravy $1.49 extra
´ Hot Meat Sauce on Platters $4.19 Extra

STARSHIP SUBS

“ENCOUNTER OF THE
CHICKEN KIND!”

INTRODUCING...
HEALTHY
BROASTED

EN
CHICK
T’S

THA
“OUT OF THIS WORLD!”
DINNERS
4 Piece
3 Piece
2 Piece

ALL
$14.49 WHITE MEAT
$13.49 add $2.49
$12.49

Includes one choice of the Following
Caesar salad, Garden Salad or
Creamy Coleslaw and one choice of
Broasted Potatoes, Mashed Potatoes,
French Fries or Rice Pilaf

WITH GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES
AND CREAMY COLESLAW ADD $3.60

STEAK SUB SUPREME
An Alien Favourite! Choice 8oz New York Strip Steak with
sauteed mushrooms, sweet peppers, red onion and cheddar
$16.99
cheese. Served on a toasted ciabatta loaf.

Rib Eye Steak
$9.99
charbroiled with fried onions, brown gravy
and topped with melted cheese
Roast Beef
$9.99
tender slices of “hip of beef”with rich brown
gravy and melted cheese
Roast Turkey
$9.99
slices of Butterball with homemade gravy
and melted cheese
Italian Hot Sausage
$9.49
homemade 100% pure pork sausage with rich tomato
sauce, fried onions and melted cheese
Meatball with tomato sauce and melted cheese
$9.49
Chicken Parmigiana
$11.99

Cold Subs
Assorted
$10.99
4 kinds of meat, lettuce, onions, tomato two kinds
of cheese, all topped with our special dressing
BLT with cheddar, lettuce, tomato and mayo
$9.99
Chicken Club
$11.99
Breaded chicken breast topped with melted cheddar,
smoked ham, bacon, lettuce, tomato and mayo

EARTHLINGS’
DELIGHTS
Cheesecake Factory™ Cheesecake of the Day !
Assortment of flavours of the day, ask your server
Home Baked Apple Pie $5.49 ala mode
Sundae chocolate or strawberry
Ice Cream vanilla or chocolate
Jello

$7.99
$7.49
$6.29
$3.29
$1.29

BEVERAGES
Bottomless Coffee
$2.69
Pot of Tea or Hot Chocolate
$2.69
Milk White or Chocolate
12oz $2.69 ´ 20oz $3.49 ´ 32oz $4.79
Soft Drinks Coke, Ginger Ale, Orange or Diet Coke
12oz. $2.09 ´ 20oz $3.19 ´ 32oz $4.79 ´ Pitcher $7.49
Iced Tea or Lemonade
20oz $3.49 ´ 32oz $4.79
Smoothie
20oz $4.69
Strawberry, Banana or Strawberry Banana
Milk Shakes 24oz chocolate, strawberry or vanilla $5.49
Bottled Water $1.79 ´ Perrier $2.69

ROCKET FUEL
Our House Selection of Red & White Wines will send you into Orbit!
Litre (for you Aliens, that’s about a quart!)
$26.39
Half Litre
$17.39
Glass (6oz)
$6.99

Beer Canadian Brands, The Best in the Universe!
´ Green Peppers or Mushrooms or Hot Peppers $1.00 each
Draft 12oz. Mug
´ Cheese $1.00 extra ´ Olives $1.00 extra ´ Gravy $1.49 extra
Draft 1 litre Mug
´ Hot Meat Sauce on Platters $4.19 Extra
Draft Pitcher
Bottle

$4.99
$12.69
$20.99
$5.09

FOOD HOTLINE 905-356-4553
DELIVERY FROM 11:00AM TO 2:00AM
WELCOME ABOARD FOR BREAKFAST
THATS “OUT OF THIS WORLD!”
SERVED 6:00AM TO 2:00PM DAILY

EARLY
BIRD
SPECIAL
Two Large Eggs,
Home Fries and Toast
Served from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
No substitutions please!

KIDS MENU
$6.89
FOR JUNIOR ALIENS 12 AND UNDER.

Each KIDS MEAL includes JELLO and
your choice of one 12oz soft drink
Plus any one of the following meals...
Fish and Chips
Spaghetti and one Meatball
Grilled Cheese and Fries
Chicken Fingers and Fries
Cheese Quesadilla
Substitute Soft Drink for Milk or Fruit Juice
add…50¢
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5

$
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